Election violence in Basilan Unstopped

By DANIEL ABUNALES ISABELA, Basilan – This province recorded the most cases of election violence in the Philippine National Police-Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (PNP-ARMM) said. There were 10 reported in a province notorious for armed groups, killings, kidnappings, unresolved clan wars, among others. Despite the

Polls held in 87 Lanao Sur villages; election officers remain ‘missing’

By FROILAN GALLARDO, Mindanao News CAGAYAN DE ORO CITY – Elections in 87 barangays in Lanao del Sur continued today, but the problem of disappearing...

The Maguindanao barangay polls: lazy to frenzied

By ARTHYA KIRA PAREDES and AMIEL MARK CAGAYAN BULDON, Maguindanao — Voters literally chanted after ballot boxes in hotly contested towns.

Only minor problems in Tawi-Tawi elections, say police

Podcast by BABYLYN KAN-OMAR BONGAO, Tawi-Tawi — Three to a peace covenant among candidates and bets running unopposed in at least a third of.

94% of winners proclaimed

By DARLENE CAY THE proclamation of winning bets in Monday’s barangay polls is almost done, the Commission on Elections said Wednesday.

Comeleo appeals to teachers’ ‘civil-mindedness’

By DARLENE CAY COMMISSION on Elections Chairman Sisto Brillantes Jr. on Wednesday reminded public school teachers who refused to serve as members of.

Negotiation: Basilan’s new way of raising money from polls

By DANIEL ABUNALES ISABELA, Basilan – Violents and conflicts among candidates in elections in the Autonomous Region in Muslim Mindanao (ARMM) are...

One-third of Basilan villages areas of concern

By MELISSA LUZ LOPEZ POLL watchdog Citizens Coalition for ARMN Electoral Reforms Inc (C-CARE) says one in every three barangays in Basilan as.

Clan wars in ARMM: A map

POLITICAL tensions often result in rido, a chain of violent events between feuding families. Rido or clan wars is considered a major problem in..
Life without Liezelda: A widower’s struggle for justice

24 August 2011

By NESTOR B. RAMIREZ
TAGBILARAN CITY—It was Gerry Cuñado’s third time to take the witness stand. But the grief that overcame him in court the morning of July 15 was as raw as what he first felt when his wife, Liezelda, a women’s rights advocate, was killed in their home in Candijay town the night of July 3, 2006. She was 30 at the time. Read More
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Comelec lists 75 poster violations in one month

By MIKHA FLORES THE Commission on Elections has listed 75 poster violations one month after the campaign period for candidates for senator and party-list groups started on Feb 12. Comelec’s Law.

What’s happening in your area?

VERA Files’ Vote 2013 Map is a tool to crowdsource information on the 2013 elections. Submit a report on election-related incidents, hotspots, candidates and dynasties through an iPhone app, Android app, email, twitter (verafiles, vote2013) or a default form. Reports are subject to approval and verification. For more info, visit the map’s home page. The map uses the Ushahidi platform. Its development was sponsored by the Canada Fund for Local Initiatives.
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Indigenous youth vow to wield cameras for clean elections
Text, Photo and Video by AMEL MARK
CAGAYAN KDEPANAN CITY—A young Marobo man has found a way.

Election in Samar is all in the family
By VICENTE ALEJANDRO CATBALOGAN
CITY — The political family currently in power in Samar is.

Six ways to keep fit during election campaign
By ELLEN TORDESILLAS
Photos and video by MARIO IGNACIO and MARIO ESPINOSA AS important as winning.
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NAMFREL suggests tighter expense reporting
By MIKHA FLORES
THE National Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL), one of the...

PPCRV backs poll body on church tarp issue
By MIKHA FLORES
THE Parish Pastoral Council for Responsible Voting (PPCRV) ...

Political clans, private armies under tight watch in Eastern Visayas

Cancellation hearing of party-lists to serve as warning

Comelec vacancies stallling resolution of cases
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